
“Where I’m from...”      ( Option One )

 ...a poetry project to explore and appreciate each identity. 

The “I am from...” form has been widely used to help writers young and old to explore and ponder 
who they are now (and who they might become) by recalling and reflecting upon the places, 
moments, individuals, and experiences from their past... the tangibles and intangibles... that have 
have influenced and shaped their identities and values and aspirations.

These poems can be brief and simple when crafted by young children and adolescents; they can 
become more complex and creative in the hands of teenagers and adults, or senior citizens looking 
back over an even broader landscape.  These poems can mechanically follow a template, or range 
more freely and imaginatively into something more individual and surprising in the hands of a 
thoughtful writer who sees a way to “break the mould.”  A writer’s experiences can shape-- literally or 
figuratively-- the form, length, and outcome of the “portrait.”

What they all have in common is the thoughtful recollection of vivid images; the array of real and 
particular experiences; fragments and moments small or monumental-- the pieces or building blocks 
of an individual life.

Students from many classes at Thayer, Middle and Upper Schools, will participate in this project and 
contribute to a collection that reflects and celebrates the rich spectrum of interesting individuals in our 
TA community.



How to proceed... ?

Well, where-- and what-- ARE you “from” ?  

Try to picture / recall vividly... and re-listen 

closely... and smell, sense, taste... Try to 

SHOW us.

-! Your title -- ?  (Consider using a word or phrase 

you like from somewhere within the poem...  Near 
the end?  So... don’t choose a title-- yet.)

-! You’re from a city, a town, a neighborhood, a street, a house or apartment, a certain room, or... ?  Name 
it; show it...  You’re from a view of the street... of the yards... of the water... of the tree(s)... of the sky-- ?   
You’re from a family... an ethnicity... ancestors... a culture... a religion or faith, perhaps-- ?  

-  You’re from favorite foods and smells from the kitchen... from family gatherings.  And departures.  
Familiar sounds, comforting or...not.  From music or shouting, whispers and silences...

-! You’re from hang-outs with friends... places you visited only once... the close and familiar... the distant 
and strange...

- You’re from moments of feeling lost... or found; ...strong or weak.  Why?  What, where, when--?  Show 
us a glimpse...  

- You’re from images that linger in the mind’s eye, from memories and imaginings, from hopes and and 
daydreams and nightmares...

- You’re from play... and struggle... and pressure... a job or chores... and freedom.  You’re from a book or 
a film that took you (where?) and returned you to... ?   

-  You’re from health and strength, injury and illness and weaknesses... You’re from changes and loss, 
triumphs large and small; 
love, and anger, calm and 
cool... 

-! Your conclusion?  

   (a) So-- you’re heading or 
turning toward... or reaching 
for... ?  OR: (b) You love 
best to dwell in those 
moments of...?   



“The Things I Carry”        ( Option Two )

...a poetry project to explore and appreciate each identity.

There’s a famous short story by Tim O’Brien (included 
in a story collection with the same title) called “The 
Things They Carried.”  The story’s main character is a 
lieutenant in the US Army named Jimmy Cross who 
leads a squadron during the Vietnam War.  

As a strategy to develop and portray his characters 
vividly, and their wartime situation as well, O’Brien 
focuses a great deal of our attention on what-- 
specifically-- the infantrymen carry with them.  

“The things they carried were largely determined 
by necessity.”  We learn in great detail about all the 
equipment, gear, protective clothing, weaponry, and 
tools-of-the-trade that form a soldier’s literal burden; 
we learn of each item’s mass, volume, contour-- from 
the largest, heaviest, and most obvious things to the 
smallest, least substantial, most discretionary and 
unexpected.  

As the list grows, we can begin to imagine and even feel the 
accumulating weight.  

“First Lieutenant Jimmy Cross carried letters from a girt 
named Martha...”  And yes, the men carry letters, 
photographs, and other mementos that allow them to feel 
connection with home and loved ones.  Many carry extra 
items that provide them some degree of satisfaction or 
fleeting comfort-- a gift from a friendly native, or a trophy 
taken from an enemy; a favorite snack shipped overseas by 
a relative; an item with religious or superstitious power; 
medicine/drugs for pain, sleep, relief, escape... 

Each carries memories, dreams, hopes and regrets, fears 
and determination; emotional, psychological, and spiritual 
“matter”... light and dark, heavy and airy... plans and 
solutions and strategies... optimism and realism.



How to proceed... ?

What do you carry -- ?  The actual physical things 
of necessity, the extra’s, the “props” that identify 

and express me -- ?  The internal, less obvious 

“substance” of personality and history-- ?   The 

pressures, stress, and weight of traditions, 
goals, and dreams --?  

O’Brien’s story gives us a multi-layered look at complex 
individuals in a very particular environment.  Try to adapt 
his strategy to form the framework of a poem about 
yourself-- “The 
Things I Carry.”

Build a portrait of 
yourself in a certain 
role or 

environment; 
choose the environment that for you 
seems to have the richest 
potential-- at school, or during an 
athletic game or practice; onstage 
as actor or musician, or as a 
traveler in a new place.  
Remember to consider: the 
actual/physical (items, clothing, 
“props,” extras-- great and small; remember the less tangible “substance” 
as well-- your history/memories, values; your perspective, aspirations, 
stresses and pressures, attitudes, traits...

In writing your self-portrait, 
take a very careful and 

detailed inventory of all that you “carry.”  What 
makes you you?  Without compromising your 
privacy, try nevertheless to be personal-- in the 
sense of being individual (i.e., no two students are 
exactly alike; no two athletes, dancers, actors, 
painters, family members, musicians...).  


